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LEDA MARIA, CURATOR

Show de Bola Project

The idea: holding hands and creating art in a circular,
spiral, inﬁnite way. Gathering sensitive and talented artists, who
could show the force of union and make history together.
Respecting the individual characteristics, we aim to create a
magical area, an original, unique, leisure space, a true patchwork
of emotions and interpretations of life in motion. A life that rolls,
that doesn't stop. It was this way that artists from different
countries, including Brazil, answered my call and took up the
challenge of representing a little bit of their cultures, expressing
themselves through ﬁgurative or abstract paintings, photographs
or sculptures, following the theme: “The Beauty and the Wealth of
your Country” in a personal vision thus resulting in an interchange
of culture and experiences without equal.
The project Show da Bola refers to the Terrestrial Globe
and our interference in this game without beginning or end. There
are 40 plastic artists, from the most different parts of our
beautiful blue planet, taking part in it. They come from Australia,
Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Germany, France, Japan, Mali,
Mexico, The Netherlands, Nigeria, Norway, Portugal, New
Zealand, Spain, Switzerland and the United States.
The project Show da Bola used as basic media, for the
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transposition of the Artworks in 2D, a cloth with the shape of an
Hexagon, with 40 cm in each one of their faces. Every 7 Hexagons
form a circle (Bola, i.e. ball) allowing the communion of themes
and of the various artists/countries. A symbiosis where each work
of art speaks for itself and the whole of them shows the plural
richness of our diversity as inhabitants of this enormous global
sphere. A real hive of talents and inspirations making the rich
honey of Art. A unique format, innovative and of great impact,
gigantic in hearts and minds, because of its surprising
dimensions: each circle, after montage, measures roughly 3
meters in diameter. A true Show da Bola!
The itinerant character of the Exhibition gives still more
movement to the works of each artist which can be exhibited
simultaneously in three cities or separate places, as each one of
them will make three different Hexagons. The ﬁrst two Exhibitions
will be held in São Paulo/Capital city; in Piracicaba/interior of São
Paulo; and in the city of Rio de Janeiro/RJ. Aside from the
Exhibition itself, the artworks will be greatly divulged digitally
amplifying their itinerant vocation and added by the social media
and also journalistic coverage.
Among the participating Artists, there are those who are
well-established, most of them, but also new talents, all holding
hearts and hands together, encouraging the building of a path
through the rich world of Art. Without privileges or
discriminations, the format and the shape of this plural work,
circular, exhibits the artists equally, the experienced ones and
those at the beginning of their careers, being the public itself who
will choose their favourite ones.

LEDA MARIA, CURATOR

A project that grew up aside from the artistic creation,
facing hugs and also great challenges, showing that union,
strength, courage and the spirit of never giving up make it
possible to overcome all the obstacles and to attain tangible and
transforming results which honour and give even greater value to
the richness of the manifestations of cultural interchanges,
always keeping a ﬁrm purpose, bigger on those who devote
themselves to Art in body and soul.
The Show da Bola is certainly a present to the lovers of
Plastic Arts.

Curator and creator of the project: Leda Maria do Prado.

Leda Maria is an art historian,
artist, ﬁne art and ceramics
instructor. Various magazines,
newspapers and contemporary
art catalogues in Brazil, United
States and Europe have
published her art as well as her
writings throughout the years.
Leda Maria holds several
awards for her work as an
artist.
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eghosa ray
akenbor
ﬁne artist
nigeria

http://artpalour.com

Eghosa Raymond Akenbor was born into a family of four in
Warri, Delta state, Nigeria. Educated in Painting and
General Art from a polytechnic (Auchi polytechnic Auchi,
Edo state, Nigeria) with a Higher National Diploma as a
qualiﬁcation.
Eghosa is an artist that is inspired by experimenting
mediums and materials to create un-conventional art piece.
His art are of various theme and concept on landscape,
portraits, mixed media and collage with mediums like oil,
acrylic, gouache and found objects.
Outside painting on canvas, Eghosa is known as a textile
designer who paints on cloths and a ﬁne art teacher in a
missionary secondary school in Nigeria. Eghosa have
participated in various publications, group exhibitions
locally and internationally and a solo exhibition.

EGHOSA RAYMOND AKENBOR

Title: “The Untitled”
Medium: Carton, Foam, Acrylic, on Canvas
Size 31” W / 27” H
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andrea
annunziata
visual artist
brazil

www.andreaannunziata.com

Andrea Annunziata was born and raised in São Paulo, Brazil.
She has received her BFA from FAAP – FAP (Faculty of Fine
Arts), in Architecture and Urbanism. Since 1998, she has
dedicated herself to visual arts. In 2001, following
prestigious shows, Annunziata moved to California what
gave her the opportunity to exhibit her work at prominent
venues. Concurrent to this experience Annunziata's work
was included in noted art publications nationally and
abroad. Since then, she's been invited to exhibit her work in
numerous Brazilian and European shows, including The
Grand-Palais des Champs Elysées in Paris. Currently, she
works out of her studio in São Paulo surrounded by trees.
Here, she has come to the understanding that the most
important avenue to her inspiration is the connection with
nature and her own inner self.

ANDREA ANNUNZIATA

Title: “Fragmento de Madlane II”
Medium: Oil on Canvas
Size 31” W / 27” H
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maria araújo
ﬁne artist
brazil

www.rebra.org/escritora/escritora_ptbr.php?id=1734

Maria Araujo, resident in the city of Rio de Janeiro, writer,
artist, graduated in Full Degree in teaching the arts in
Bennett Methodist University, made the Graduate in
Management and Cultural Production at FGV. Participated in
the Third National Exhibition of Art ADESG in Army History
Museum and Fort of Copacabana, where she won the trophy
Personality 2010 Fluminense Fine Arts Association.
Launched at the Paris Book Fair, book Seabra Building on
the Heritage Receiving Diploma Et Le Mérite Dévoument
Français. Exhibition at Art Shows in Brazil's Foreign Ministry
Palace, exhibition at the Art Gallery Everest in Paris in March
2012, member of the Institute of Art Deco Brazil. On
25/10/2013 got silver medal at the French Senate for the
good services rendered Arts, Sciences and Letters.

MARIA ARAÚJO

Title: “Iguais”
Medium: Giclée on Canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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marta azevedo
photographer
brazil

www.martaphotos.com

Originally from Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Marta Azevedo is a
portrait photographer. In 2004, she moved to Dallas, Texas,
USA, where she started the Project Black Faces, a Project
about afrodescendents from Brazil, United States and
africans Who lived in North America.
The photographer portrays the beauty and culture of these
people through individual faces with different attitudes and
lifestyles
Black Faces won several prizes and was cover of national
and international magazines.
In 2013, Marta moved back to Brazil.

MARTA AZEVEDO

Title: “Black Faces”
Medium: Giclée on Canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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patrícia azoni
visual artist
brazil

http://patriciaazoni.com

Brazilian architect, urban planner and artist formed in 1998,
she has come to love the geometry's shapes, beginning
their work in arts in 1999.
She now lives and works in Curitiba - Paraná, Brazil.
My Art... and in contact with the pure architecture I came
across the art, which identiﬁcation was immediate and since
then, I translate traits in volumes and volumes, into
compositions. My panels are born from a drawing in two
dimensions, as well as the projects and the sketches
sometimes colorful, sometimes in black and white, the lines
are manifested in reliefs, being observed as the architecture
at the instant that the panel register the birth of volumes,
with dynamism and simplicity.

PATRÍCIA AZONI

Title: “Target”
Medium: Giclée on Canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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nicholas
broughton
ﬁne artist
australia

www.njbart.com

Nicholas Broughton is a robust, dedicated artist and is a
self-confessed 'addict to the canvas'. He is obsessive about
his particular discipline and considers a day without
painting to be incomplete. His formative years were spent in
Brazil and he learned to adapt to a fascinating and
variegated scene where different cultural backgrounds and
traditions blend together. The Brazilian artist Di Cavalcanti
was an early inﬂuence but after he started painting
seriously, the inﬂuence of Picasso, Modigliani and Chagall
has dominated his canvasses and sculptures.
Nicholas's clarity of idea and image, and distinctive sense of
color attest to his daring individual stance in making
powerful impassioned statements.

NICHOLAS BROUGHTON

Title: “Night Time Favela”
Medium: Giclée on Canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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marisa
câmara
visual artist
brazil

marisacamarab@yahoo.com.br

Marisa possesses an extreme trajectory in the arts that
reﬂects the technique in the theme of her art works. She
participated in a series of collective shows, such as 462
Years Group Show that celebrated the City of São Paulo,
while still exhibiting her work at Workshop Virgilio in Sao
Paulo, 4th Salon of Plastic Arts Alfredo Mucci in Minas Gerais
and Caixa Economica Federal, among many others.
She received mentorship of renowned masters of Brazilian
Contemporary Art,such as Marco Giannotti, Eurico Lopes,
Fabio Miguez, Marlene Stamm,Phillipe Hallowel and
(current master) Paul Whitaker. She completed advanced
painting workshops at the College of Arts in Sao Paulo. She
transitioned among various techniques of watercolor
drawing, valuing their traits and their productions, marked
by a distinctive style of painting with the canvas on the
ground.

MARISA CÂMARA

Title: “Untitled”
Medium: Glicée on Canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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mariah
campolina
ﬁne artist
brazil

https://www.facebook.com/maria.campolina.5?fref=ts

She lives in Brasília-DF, Brazil, her professional training is in
administration and her ﬁrst contact with art was in 2004
with Woodson Mackelly and Jether Peixoto at the Atelier of
the Arts House in Salvador, Bahia. Already in Brasilia
continued to take courses with Frank and Cassia in the M &
M workshop, and workshops with Gerard Assis. Enriching
her knowledge is still exploring the Mixed techniques,
textures and colors. She has participated in national and
international exhibitions. Her works range from academic
to Contemporary.

MARIAH CAMPOLINA

Title: “Flor de paineira rosa”
Medium: Giclée on Canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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pamela walt
chauve
ﬁne artist
france

www.artbywaltchauve.ovipart.fr

Pamela Walt Chauve, a Franco-American, was born in
Berkeley California in 1955. She specializes in oversized
contemporary paintings in mixed materials and sculptures
in bronze.
An art student in both practical and performing arts, Pamela
ﬁrst studied drawing and painting at the San Francisco Art
Institute in 1974. She attended Sarah Lawrence College in
New York. Pamela later furthered her art studies in New
York, Amsterdam and in Moscow, Russia.
Pamela studied performing arts at the Lee Strasberg
Theatre Institute and had the pleasure of very brieﬂy
studying with the late Lee Strasberg.
Pamela lives in Paris with her husband and children and
works as a commissioned artist. She has provided
contemporary paintings for private collectors in Paris,
Dallas, Laguna Beach, London, Switzerland, Singapore,
Bahrein and Moscow.

PAMELA WALT CHAUVE

Title: “French Can Can”
Medium: Giclée on Canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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diana
doctorovich
ﬁne artist
argentina / brazil

http://dianadoctorovich.com

She was born in Buenos Aires, Argentina, and moved to Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil, in 1975. And started her artistic activity
at a very young age, and uses different techniques of
drawing and painting, mainly oils, acrylics and pastels. She
gets inspired by daily routine, and her passion for bright and
live colors is manifested throughout her paintings.
She is a member of the Brazilian Design and Visual Arts
Association, ABD. Calls herself contemporary artist, and
have participated in important exhibitions in Brazil and
abroad, such as the VIII Biennale of Florence-2011,
Artexpo New York in 2011-2012 in New York, and the I
Biennale of Contemporary Art in Argentina, among others.

DIANA DOCTOROVICH

Title: “Rio 40 graus”
Medium: Giclée on Canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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sula dray
ﬁne artist
brazil

www.suladray.com.br

Sula Dray is graduated in Fashion Design at the
Universidade Candido Mendes, RJ, and she is a member of
the Brazilian Academy of ﬁne Arts of Rio de Janeiro. She
held exhibitions at the Conrad Hotel, in Uruguay; and got
reviews attributed to the Uruguayan artist Carlos Paez
Vilaró, known disciple of Pablo Picasso. Sula's paintings
were exhibited at the International Exhibition of Art in
Portugal; at the Ward-Nasse Gallery in New York, USA; at
the Everarts Gallery in Paris, France, where she won a silver
medal at the Academy of ﬁne Arts, Sciences and Letters of
Paris. She also participated at SNBA in the “Carroussel Du
Louvre”, Paris,and got Special Prize in 2011.

SULA DRAY

Title: “Favela Paciﬁcação”
Medium: Giclée on Canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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davi faustino
ﬁne artist
brazil

www.facebook.com/DaviFaustinoArtistaPlastico

Currently residing in Goioerê, Pr, Brazil, where he has his
studio. David Faustino is a retired Colonel of the Military Police
of Paraná. The lives of military never deprived him of his art.
The artwork continued throughout his life, masterfully
balancing the rigidity of his service and the freedom of art.
Even as military participated in many exhibitions at Paraná,
São Paulo and Pernambuco, where he became prized in some
art competitions. After retiring in 2012 he dedicated more to
the arts with a continuous production. The main inﬂuence of
David Faustino comes from Surrealism. Early already started
his activities with drawings. Being self-taught is not limited to
create in just one style, travels quietly between surrealism his
passion, also in the abstract and geometric. In addition to the
canvas, alternative materials are often used as support for his
creations, from sanding paint used in homes, broomsticks and
popsicle sticks (which has already received awards in
international event on creativity as honorable mention in 2004
in Argentina ). Been doing disseminating his work through
social networks.

DAVI FAUSTINO

Title: “All started in a blue point”
Medium: Giclée on Canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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sílvia ferreira
visual artist
brazil

www.facebook.com/CoresemFormas

Born in São Paulo, Silvia Ferreira holds a BA in
Communications with an emphasis in Advertising and has
also completed classes in graphic software design, image
editing programs and website development.
The ﬁrst works of art were created in graphite, Nankin (nib),
watercolor and ecoline. But only in 2001, in a self-taught
way, she began training the ﬁrst brushstrokes in oil on
canvas. She leveraged her experiences as a graphic
designer and digital imaging expert, in addition to the
studies and research of technical solutions, in books,
magazines and the internet to create her current work.

SÍLVIA FERREIRA

Title: “Winter”
Medium: Oil on canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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cesar forero
architect
and visual artist
canada

www.cesarforero.com

Forero is a Colombian-born Canadian with background in
architecture, sculpture, painting, and performance; holds a
BFA from the Minnesota State University and a MFA from the
University of Waterloo, Ontario. He has taught at
universities in Colombia, United States, and Canada.
Forero was honored with public commissions at: Town and
Mine memorial in Matachewan; Kirkland Lake
Commemorative Plaque (Toburn Site); ﬁnalist in 2008 TTC
Competition for St. Clair Avenue W.; and Pride 2014 Church
Street Murals. His work stands in public and private
collections. His exhibition record includes: solos in
Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Colombia, Germany, Japan, and
USA; multiple curated art shows since 1997; and stands his
performance at the Art Gallery of Ontario, on April 2012.
He has been the recipient of several grants from the Ontario
Arts Council, awards in US and Canada, and was honored as
2007 Establish Visual Artist by the Mississauga Arts Council.

CESAR FORERO

Title: “Early Summer”
Medium: Giclée on Canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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sylvain
goudreau
ﬁne artist
canada

www.sylvaingoudreau.com

Sylvain Goudreau is a painter with over 30 years of
experience exhibiting in North America, Europe and South
America. His work has been honored and published by
international groups. Fine Arts Undergraduate from
Concordia University in Montreal, Goudreau has developed
a style of his own blending together the three great
movements of last century. His work is recognizable by his
caricatured and expressionistic characters set in an
amalgamation of impressionistic and abstract
expressionistic milieu. Goudreau enjoys working on large
canvases which allow him a freedom of movement and the
possibility to portray life size ﬁgures. Indeed, Goudreau was
awarded for one of his large pieces entitled Before The Last
Supper (152 x 243 cm).

SYLVAIN GOUDREAU

Title: “L'Attent”
Medium: Oil on Canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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erica gropp
colen
ﬁne artist
brazil

www.wardnasse.com/Erica_Colen.php

Erica Gropp Colen is graduated in Fine Arts, at the Pontiff
University of Campinas – PUCC in 1982. Has participated in
several exhibitions in Brazil and has also many published
articles in newspapers and magazines in the region of
Campinas – SP – Brazil. The media in this new series was
Posca pen on A3 canson paper. Posca marker is water
based, for any surface, widely used in the decoration of
surfboards and tennis. Lots of color and balance
pleasantness and good humor that has the ﬁsh as main link
between the works.

ERICA GROPP COLEN

Title: “Alegria de viver”
Medium: Giclée on Canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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regina
guimmarães
ﬁne artist
brazil

www.reginaguimmaraes.com.br

She was born in Rio de Janeiro and is graduated at Fine Arts
School of Rio de Janeiro.
Has participated in several group exhibitions in Brazil and
abroad. And got some awards also. And there is no limite to
the artist about art.

REGINA GUIMMARÃES

Title: “Carmen Miranda”
Medium: Giclée on Canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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juan jiménez
visual artist
spain

www.juan-jimenez.com

Madrid 1942. He is a precocious artist who studied art form
with Antonio Pérez de Castro. Then he made Painting and
drawing at the workshop of the Madrid artist Eduardo
Briones Chicharro. He has always played the drawing model
in the Fine Arts Circle in Madrid, of which he is a member.
In his drawings mainly nude style, bullﬁghting, landscape
... has been selected in several contests of Penagos Prize
drawing of Mapfre Foundation and has won several national
and international awards, including the Gold Medal in
Drawing at the Master's of Saint-Roch, Montblanc, Silver
Medal in Watercolor at the III Salon de Peinture Franco
Spanish in Beziers, Bronze Medal in watercolor at Grande
Motte.
His work, exhibited at international fairs and exhibitions is
seen in various Spanish and Portuguese institutions and
museums, also at the Castillo de Merode (Germany), and
numerous private collections.

JUAN JIMÉNEZ

Title: “Nude”
Medium: Giclée on Canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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saíra kleinhans
curator & visual artist
japan

http://sairakleinhans.blogspot.jp/

She has been involved since the age of 15 with the ﬁne arts.
Several courses and Art Works are for itself the foundations
of a public and recognized performance support by several
awards as the result of Art exhibitions in Japan and
partnerships has gained strength and fame by earning
several awards at exhibitions in Japan and participations in
international exhibitions in Europe, Brazil and Japan in 2009
and founded the IAPAJ was elected Founder President of
IAPAJ WORLDWIDE International Association of Plastic
Artists in Japan and from there has gained several
international partnerships as Executive Vice President of
Zarco Academy of Arts International and Madeira
International Art Biennale Portugal MIAB, Vice President of
Malta Arts Biennale and Tempra Academy of Arts UK for
Japan, Manager Art Director of UPP-United Photo Press
World, NY for Japan.

SAÍRA KLEINHANS

Title: “Cosmic -Shperes”
Medium: Giclée on Canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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marie lauzon
ﬁne artist
canada

www.leelooart.ca

'' The art is a place of immensely poetic space! ''
Marie Lauzon was born in Quebec, Canada. At the age of 4
years old, Marie attended the class Dalcroze on the method
Émile Jacque-Dalcroze to the musical pre-nursery school;
preparatory music school of the UQAM. She took 3 years of
method Kodàly classes; an international method of relative
solmisation. Then, she took the years of violin classes with
Gyslain Bard and 2 years of piano with France David. Her last
piano concert was in May 3rd, 1987 to Lachine.
Afterward, Marie follow-up 3 years of classes of plastic arts
with Françoise Miguel in the Cégep Lionel-Groulx.
Marie has taken many classes art classes; a DEP in Computer
Graphics Processes to Competences2000 and got certiﬁcate in
plastic arts in the UQAM (2006).
She has participated also in numerous artistic projects such as
the " Symposium on the art to help ".
Marie is a member of the Road of the Arts of Grand Argenteuil
and member of council of the Culture of the Laurentian and the
participle with miscellaneous exhibitions today.

MARIE LAUZON

Title: “The music unites us”
Medium: Giclée on Canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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juh leidl
ﬁne artist
brazil

www.wardnasse.com/Juh_Leidl.php

JUH LEIDL Born in Brazil, Juh Leidl at the age of 14
conquered the golden medal at the Childen’s Art Gallery in
Zánka, Hungary. Studied Fine Arts at the State University of
Campinas, Brazil, where she graduated with a major in
painting and participated in group exhibitions promoted in
the University Gallery and other galleries in Brazil. Worked
at the Contemporary Art Museum of Campinas at the
project Dali Monumental exhibition in 98 coordinated by
Vania Lucia de Oliveira Carvalho. Post graduated at Escola
Panamericana de Arte de São Paulo, Brazil (Pan-American
School of Art of Sao Paulo).
Raised in a family of artists, her uncle Raul Porto, a well
known artist of the Concrete Movement in Brazil and her
father Mauro Soares, a major contemporary artist- pop
oriented, who has gained many inﬂuences that can be found
in his latest artwork.

JUH LEIDL

Title: “Fragmentos”
Medium: Giclée on Canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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ancel lópez
visual artist
usa

www.facebook.com/ancel.lopez.33?ref=ts&fref=ts

Ancel Lopez tells his art through images full of symbols and
messages.
An art born between landscapes brimful of colors and scents
which by a serene and deep look have been transformed
into a work of art.
The artist's symbols tells about passion, time body and
fertility. Simple and natural values that everybody feels on
his own skin and in deep of his heart.

ANCEL LÓPEZ

Title: “Impeto”
Medium: Giclée on Canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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leda maria
visual artist
united states of
america / brazil

http://www.ledamaria.com/

She has received her BFA from Fatea University –
Faculdades Integradas Teresa D'Ávila in Fine Arts in 1997
and her MFA from FAAP – Fundação Armando Álvares
Penteado in Art History in 2000. Studied Printmaking and
Sculpture at The Art Student League of New York – USA, and
Art History at Lorenzo De Medici School in Florence – Italy.
Leda has been painting since she was 13 years old. And has
participated in many exhibitions in Brazil, United States of
America, Europe and Asia also.
She has been published in several magazines, newspapers,
in many art catalogs and art books in Brazil, some countries
in Europe and USA, and got some awards.

LEDA MARIA

Title: “I like Blue but I prefer Red”
Medium: Giclée on Canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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beth parin
photographer
united states

www.bethparin.com

Beth has a unique ability to capture what most people can
only dream of. Her unique way of looking at the world,
through the eye of a lens, allows others the opportunity to
gain a glimpse of the passion she has for the art she sees in
all of life. Beth received her BFA from St. Mary's College in
Notre Dame, Indiana and her MFA from the Cranbrook
Academy of Art in Blomﬁeld Hills, Michigan. Beth is an
Associate Professor in digital imaging and photography at
Governors State University, where her academic research
and artistic visions have allowed her the opportunity to
receive several awards and share her artistic visions and
knowledge in exhibitions and publications throughout North
America, Europe, South America and Africa.

BETH PARIN

Title: “Color My World”
Medium: Giclée on Canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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partida prieto
visual artist
mexico

https://www.facebook.com/Mr.Partida?fref=ts

After high school he did some free-lance work as graphic
designer and then he studied Advertising. Mixing his
knowledge as an advertiser and his passion for art, he
decided to pursue a career as an artist.
Using bright colors and bold images his work was exhibited
for the ﬁrst time in 2007, and since then his paintings have
been seen in malls, collective and private expos, including
twice at the Museum of Modern Art of Mexico City and the
Museum of Antropology of Mexico City.
In 2010, he was in New York to show his art at Artexpo New
York City, and some of his paintings can still be seen in the
Soho at Ward-Nasse Gallery. He was selected by the Société
Nationale des Beaux-Arts to show his art in the Carrousel du
Louvre, becoming the youngest Mexican to do so.

PARTIDA PRIETO

Title: “For the love of my life”
Medium: Giclée on Canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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céline pellerin
visual artist
canada

http://celinepellerin.com

Born near Québec city, Canada, she is attracted by anything
that is creative, artistic and innovative. She is graduated in
industrial engineering technical, in therapist neurolinguistic programming and one other in training of trainers.
Self-taught artist, she painted for many years objects for an
artshop and after, she operated her own. She contributes to
Children's Wish and many other causes. She has exhibited
in Québec, Canada, in New York, USA, on Côte d'Azur in
France and in Fombio, Piacanza and Milan, Italy. Her
comments were requesred by a painter for a art book in
India and she was selected to be part of an art book in 2014,
in Canada. She has participated in many national and
international artistic exhibitions. She is in her element,
connecting with her essence, an expression of her
personality, paint the world her own way. “My inspiration
and my passion guide my hand and my "brush stroke" is the
witness.”

CÉLINE PELLERIN

Title: “Sweethome”
Medium: Giclée on Canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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jim pescott
ﬁne artist
canada

www.jimpescott.com

Jim Pescott paints with dots in a style he refers to as
contemporary pointillism. In his words, “I paint with dots
because everything on the earth is connected so nothing is
solitary. Dots allow me to explore that connectivity.” Jim will
tell you he paints landscapes because landscapes are life
and they touch everyone.
Jim has participated in the celebrated juried entry Salon
2011, Salon 2012 and Salon 2013 held by the historic
Societe Nationale des Beaux-art at the Carrousel du Louvre
in Paris, France. And in June 2013, he was awarded a medal
by the national Societe Academique d'Education st
d'Encouranment Arts-Sciences-Lettres in Paris, France. In
2012, ARTtour International Magazine referred to Jim as a
'pointillism master'.
Jim is entirely self-taught: he says he listens to what the
canvas wants as he paints. He lives and creates in Calgary,
Alberta, Canada.

JIM PESCOTT

Title: “Winter Sanctuary”
Medium: Giclée on Canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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paul poliquin
sculptor
usa

www.wardnasse.com/Paul_Poliquin_DDXZ.php

Born Saskatchewan Canada
Mechanical Engineering degree, University of
Saskatchewan, Saskatoon Saskatchewan
For 20 plus years, a state licensed mechanical engineer
throughout the USA in areas of systems design and material
manipulations.
Fine Arts Degree (Ceramics) 1989
Florida International University, Miami, Florida
Outstanding Achievement Reward

PAUL POLIQUIN

Title: “Europa”
Medium: Ceramic porcelain
Size: 26H x15W x10"D
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katia politzer
sculptress
brazil

www.katiapolitzer.com

Katia Politzer was born and lives in Rio de Janeiro. She is
graduated from Fine Art School at UFRJ and got several art
classes at the Museum of Modern art, and School of Visual
Arts of Parque Lage, in Rio. And in the USA, at the De
Cordova Museum and the Northeastern University.
She developed and coordinated the technical course of
Social Communication at the Institute of Technology ORT,
where she also taught Art to Junior, Middle and High School
students.
She has participated in individual and group exhibitions.
The most important events being at Funarte, Cultural
Center of PostOfﬁce, Museum Naval,Copacabana, Fort,
Jockey Club in São Paulo and Pinacoteca Benedicto Calixto
in Santos, having been awarded many medals and trophies.
The latest International exhibition was at the Carrousel du
Louvre – Paris, in October of 2013.

KATIA POLITZER

Title: “Recreate”
Medium: Sculpture (fusing Glass)
Size: (27 x 25 x 25 cm)
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eliomar
rodrigues
visual artist
brazil

http://facebook.com/eliomar.rodrigues.7

Among lots of toys in childhood, it was in his neighborhood,
and on water, that Eliomar Rodrigues, Visual Arts' student –
Federal University of Amazonas, found out the best way to
create and expresses his feelings. The game grew into reality
along time, and became his life philosophy which can prolong
the well-being even when the world feels like shady and
colorless. Being self-taught and having lived for eight years in
Japan, Eliomar became member of IAPAJ (International
Association of Plastic Artists of Japan), time enough to explore
his senses, when he started his ﬁrst collective expositions in
Japan. Back to Brazil, other expositions was made as well,
including individualized and diversiﬁed by researches and
experiences, since board-painted works, collage, sculptures
and others… Among searches to turn this art on something
pleasant, Eliomar reformulates and plays with his art concept,
transmitting his particular feature in every work of him, and
increasing his name and horizons to get nearer the perfection.

ELIOMAR RODRIGUES

Title: “Eterno Retorno”
Medium: Sculpture (Clay)
Size: 36 x 09 x 24 cm
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luma sanos
sculptress
brazil

www.lumasanos.com

Artistically known as Luma Sanos. I am a sculptor since 1994.
Born in Brazil in 1958, graduated in Physics in Rio de Janeiro.
I've discovered my true passion for sculpture after joining
Flory Menezes atelier, in Rio.
I have been trying ever since to transpose into material all
kinds of shapes, emotions and movement. Throughout the
years I have been taking courses that increase my
possibilities, always trying different material and techniques.
Someone saw some of my work and said: it made me smile.
That is exactly the purpose of my artwork, bring magic and
fantasy to people's life.
I currenty live in Curitiba and work in "Atelier de esculturas da
Fundação Cultural do Parque São Lourenço" with the
orientation of artist Elvo Damo and in my own atelier.
I'm represented by Ward- Nasse Galery, NY. since 2011.

LUMA SANOS

Title: “Mulher rendeira”
Medium:Papier Marchê on iron structure
Size 30 x 45 x 34cm
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joanne savoie
visual artist
canada

https://joannesavoie.com

Born in New Brunswick, Canada in 1957, Joanne Savoie has
lived in Ottawa for many years. A graduate in graphic arts,
she only became a full-time painter in 2006.
Joanne Savoie has her own style, which joins illusion
and reality, abstract and image; a style that could be
described as impressionistic “dreaming”. She mainly uses a
spatula, which gives movement and life to her paintings.
The interaction between her and her canvas is immediate.
She is constantly trying to grasp the impression of the
moment, the ﬂeeting emotions that, with her acute sense of
observation, allow her to perceive ever-more intriguing
subjects.
The unconscious added to an unbridled imagination
generate a world of fantasy.
Joanne Savoie's paintings have been sold throughout
Canada, in the United States, in Europe and as far away as
China.

JOANNE SAVOIE

Title: “A cold wind blows”
Medium: Giclée on canvas
Size: 31” W X 27”H
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leandro serpa
visual artist
brazil

http://aidos.com.br/Fanaticos/

Leandro Serpa visual artist with poetic experimentation in
various media that comprise the visual “Fanáticos”
currently developing the project that researches the
relationship between Art and Football Culture and Game, as
well as an extensive production and research with
monotype and image-word.
Leandro has also expanded his experiments with materials
through monotype. In this mode the ﬁeld of graphic
language artist discusses the place of images through
processes in which articulates a free and open trial
belonging to contemporary grammar with elements of
graphic tradition. Based on these joints the artist builds a
differentiated repertoire of images and a parallel practice of
open educational potential of expanding the experience
through workshops, or through sensation caused by
viewing your work exposed.

LEANDRO SERPA

Title: “ Fanáticos – Futebol Arte”
Medium: Giclée on Canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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linda de sousa
visual artist
portugal / spain

www.lindadesousa.com

Linda de Sousa (Lisbon, 1949) nationalized Spanish resident
in Madrid, multidisciplinary artist, lecturer, art critic, curator
and professor of ﬁne arts. She began her artistic career in the
80s, ﬁrst with paint and gradually was expressed with
different materials and in different genres: sculpture,
performance, and installation, since her "Transparentes"
series The White Night at the Museum Thyssen Bornemisza in
Madrid.
In her career she has performed more than a hundred
exhibitions in and outside Spain.
As an artist he has received several awards, including: First
Prize Installation at the University of Chapingo (Mexico);
Excellence Award Illustrated Tertulia de Madrid (Spain); First
Prize in Arts in Beziers (France); Great Gold Medal at the Salon
Arceburgo XXVII Minas Gerais (Brazil), among others. Her
recent work focuses on the abuse of the weakest in society
such as women, children or the elderly, a topic on which he has
lectured at various universities and institutional forums.

LINDA DE SOUSA

Title: Serie tribute to the intellectual
“La Nada” (Novela Jean Paul Sartre)
Medium: Giclée on Canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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nancy de souza
ﬁne artist
brazil

http://nancydesouza.art.br

Although she's worked for over 10 years on education, after
a degree on Portuguese and German, art has always been
present and it became her main career on 1996.
Having took part on many individual and group exhibitions
she joined the Visual Arts School of the Federal University of
Rio de Janeiro and since then she has expanded her
expertise by testing many new materials, but always
keeping a link with the painting techniques.
In the last 18 years she took part in many national and
international exhibitions and has been awarded with many
prizes.

NANCY DE SOUZA

Title: “Capoeira”
Medium: Giclée on Canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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mayte spínola
ﬁne artist
spain

www.maytespinola.com

Mayte Spínola rinde homenaje personal y creativo al gran
amigo soñador de inocencias que fue Miró, y su pintura
perpetúa la senda del maestro, en vuelo creador hacia la luz.
Exploradora apasionada del espacio pictórico, se diría que
pinta en un estado de impregnación poética, casi en estado de
trance, superﬁcies en dominantes monocromas que poseen un
misterioso poder anunciador. De la materia brotan signos que
se yergen deﬁnitorios y severos, ajenos al campo vibratorio
que los envuelve.
Esta noción de génesis cósmica, de atmósfera moviente, de
campo físico en expansión, es una de las características
indiscutibles de su pintura.
Si consideramos la expresividad intrínseca del color en su
pintura habremos de citar: Los rosas, sobre blanco y luz
tejidos. Los ocres rampando en cabalgada. Verdes gozosos.
Incendio de amarillos... Violetas que surcan desde el granate
al malva...
Rosa Martínez de Lahidalga

MAYTE SPÍNOLA

Title: “Tauromaquia”
Medium: Giclée on Canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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ruth stirnimann
ﬁne artist
new zealand

www.ruthstirnimann.com

Ruth Stirnimann is an internationally renowned artist born in
Switzerland living and painting in Kaikoura, New Zealand.
She works in two juxtaposing styles, complementing one
another like yin and yang: informal abstract paintings and
geometric works. She loves to go beyond the known, making
intangible energies tangible. She has exhibited in many cities
around the globe and is featured in several international art
books.
Ruth's geometric works are expressions of the creative,
harmonious vibration underlying all life forms. She approaches
her informal abstract works with openness, following the
mysterious, creative force that ﬂows through her. The many
layers of each painting produce a great depth and profound
harmony.
Ruth says: “I consider my art as healing art, expanding
consciousness, supporting harmony and balance on an
individual and universal level. This is one of my contributions to
heal and elevate the world as a whole, as everything and
everyone is inextricably linked.”

RUTH STIRNIMANN

Title: “Quantum Experience”
Medium: Giclée on Canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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sherry
sweet tewell
visual artist
usa

www.sherrysweettewell.com

American artist Sherry Sweet Tewell has gained national
recognition and acclaim for her vibrant paintings, murals,
textile designs, print illustrations and mixed media
sculptures. Inspired by the intense light and mesmerizing
colors of her home in Key West, Florida, the painter creates
brilliant abstract landscapes and seascapes using a
dynamic palette of rich blues and greens accented by warm
yellows, magentas, and other vivacious hues. Within each
composition, lines and forms are spontaneous and exciting,
created from a process in which Sweet Tewell experiments
with layers of paint as well as glazes, applying the paint and
then scratching through the layers to reveal what lies
beneath.

SHERRY SWEET TEWELL

Title: “Pesky Pleasure”
Medium: Giclée on Canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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thais tavares
visual artist
brazil

thaismtavaresap@ig.com.br

The artist began her art work 15 years ago, inspired on the
colors of Romero Britto and regionality of Tarsila do Amaral.
Today, with exhibitions in New York, New Jersey and Brazil,
Thais is considered an artist who brings fun and joy to your
decor through its colors. For this reason she was invited to
create drawings for Bali sarongs that are sold all throughout
Brazil. Using acrylic paint and many colors she diversiﬁes
her work with fabrics and collages.

THAIS TAVARES

Title: “Rio como eu rio”
Medium: Giclée on Canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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vânia valdo
ﬁne artist
brazil

www.vaniavaldo.com.br

Born in Brazil and graduated in orthodontics, but as she has
much ability with her hands, she always liked to work with
art, but not thinking of being a professional, so she has
started learning and doing for herself, and realized that
many people were interested in her paintings so since last
year she has started to exhibit her art. And she had
exhibited in Vienna, Bratislava, and SNBA at Carrousel du
Louvre. And as you can see I don't have a large curriculum,
but I had very good start, and I hope my art will call your
attention.

VÂNIA VALDO

Title: “Marilyn Monroe Pop III”
Medium: Giclée on Canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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maya
vinokurov
ﬁne artist
canada

www.artfor-life.com

Maya's interest in drawing, painting and designing began at
a very early age. Her painting convey a feeling of harmony
between nature and humanity, featuring a dab of art
deco…a dash of the surreal… a touch of aboriginal charm.
She was born and raised in Latvia where she attended the
Academy of Art and graduated from the Graphic Arts
program at George Brown in Toronto, Canada.
Maya is pleased to know that art-lovers ﬁnd her work
thought provoking, meaningful, and worthy of frequent
visits. Her objective is to continue working in her own
contemporary style, combined with techniques of the old
master-in an expression of optimism, joy and serenity.
Maya lives and works in Toronto, Canada with her husband.
She has published her work in several art books and
exhibits her art in galleries around the world.

MAYA VINOKUROV

Title: “Aura”
Medium: Giclée on Canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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paul-jürgen
weber
visual artist
germany

www.pjweber.de

Source to my photo works is the world's visible reality as it
is. Nature as well as human activities are all in all an endless
domain of endemic art basics. My particular feature is to
discover, select and process the intrinsic essence from the
huge diversity and variety of forms, substances and
situations with a discrete power of attraction to be
converted into creative artwork. Only a different view on
even well known items is able yet to provoke this kind of
quality of art. There is a 'detected beauty', which has been
already existing but has to be bared and recollected. But
ﬁnally it is no matter of words to get access to this kind of
artwork. The key is to realize it subjectively by the
individual beholder and his respective perception. In this
sense my artwork wants to touch people and at the best to
fascinate and to inspire.

PAUL WEBER JÜRGEN

Title: “Perspective at Cologne”
Medium: Giclée on Canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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ilária rato
zanandréa
visual artist
brazil

ilaria.rato@terra.com.br
Was born in the state of Espirito Santo - Brazil, studied Fine Arts in
Brazil and expertise in the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation in
Lisbon-Portugual.
Her grandfather was a sculptor called José Rato in Lisbon Portugal, a godson's also a sculptor called José Rato, who
inherited the name. Was sensitive, friendly and encourager.
Already in elementary school, I discovered the painting. It's
inherited all the good that a human can receive from their
ancestors. When she had to choose a university course, she
choose the School of Fine Arts. She has participated in many
exhibitions during the course. Joined the top at 22 years teaching.
As a teacher, she set out initially to the picture and then the
painting. In 1972, she applied for a scholarship to the Calouste
Gulbenkian Foundation, Lisbon, was chosen the ﬁrst between two
thousand and eight hundred candidates. And she headed to
Portugal. Her art work was focused on developing texture.
Continued later with the texture search, which yielded a result in
which the paint and gave her relief and her own plans resources,
transparency, light and perspective. For years she has been
dedicating herself to also design jewelry.

ILÁRIA RATO ZANANDRÉA

Title: “Transformation”
Medium: Giclée on Canvas
Size 31” W X 27”H
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